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Haven Hub User Guide

This page is intended for use on functionality pertaining to the Haven Hub. 

Get Prepped

1. Once your lock is installed and fully charged, download the HAVEN Lock App from the App Store or Google Play 
Store onto your smart device. Walk through the steps to setup your account within the app and ensure Bluetooth 
is activated on your smart device.

2. To prepare the hub, connect the ethernet cable to your router, screw in the antenna, and prepare the power 
adapter but do not plug in yet. 

3. Launch the HAVEN Lock App and click on the + button in the upper right corner of your screen for APPLE users and 
bottom right for Android users.  

Pair the Haven Connect and Hub

1. After pressing the + button, APPLE users will be presented with a pop-up menu 
that reads, “Pair a Device”, proceed to press that button. Android Users press the 
blue Pair a Gateway option.

2. Please read all the instructions and disclaimers on the Pair a Device/
Gateway screen carefully. Press the blue button at the bottom of the 
screen that reads, “Pair a Device” for APPLE users. (Green get started button for 
Android users.)

3.  APPLE Users only: Once paired to a HAVEN lock unit (see lock pairing 
instructions), the option to pair a hub appears to the right of the HAVEN 
button. Press the hub icon on the right. Android Skip to step 4. 

4. Proceed to plug in your HAVEN Hub. The hub LED should be pulsing white, 
indicating it’s now ready to pair.

5. On the app you will see a Set Up/Pair Gateway screen. Ensure the mobile 
device is 2 -3 inches away from the hub and press the blue/green Get 
Started button at the bottom of the screen. 

6. The last step before communication is established between the 3 devices 
is a user checklist to ensure proper connection (see figure 1.1). Ensure 
everything is correct before continuing. 

7. If for some reason the hub is not flashing white, reset it (instructions here).  
After resetting the hub, it should pulse white.

8. Ensure that you are within 100 feet of all locks that are being operated and that 
you are the owner of all the HAVEN locks being operated. Failure to follow these 
steps will result with the inability to pair your Haven Hub. 

9. After the green button is pressed the app will scan for the hub and pair all locks available (this process will take 
about 2-3 seconds depending on your network and you should see the screens in figures 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4). 

10. The LED will now turn solid blue and all HAVEN units should now be operable via the Haven Hub.

Figure 1.1
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Figure 1.2 Figure 1.3 Figure 1.4

Confirm that your Haven Hub is Working

1. Make sure that your new unit is working properly by driving the bolt on the HAVEN lock 3 times.
2. Open the app and go to the lock dashboard by pressing on the appropriate lock on the My Locks & eKeys menu.
3. In the lock dashboard, locate the toggle that differentiates between Bluetooth operation and remote operation; 

it should be toggled to the right, indicating that it is paired and receiving commands via the hub. If the switch it 
blue, the hub is not connected and is being operated via Bluetooth. 

4. Perform a local lock via the app once and ensure the hub flashes blue 3 times to indicate a lock command is in 
process. After successful communication, the HAVEN lock should lock, flash it’s LED indicator yellow, and beep 
once. 

5. The app should update and indicate a “locked” status. 
6. Perform a local unlock via the app once and ensure the hub flashes blue 3 times to indicate an unlock command 

is in process.  After successful communication, the HAVEN lock should unlock, flash it’s LED indicator green, and 
beep twice.

7. Press the green lock dashboard button one more time to Lock your HAVEN and to ensure the servo motor is 
properly engaged and communicating with the hub properly.  
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Un-Pairing the Haven Hub

1. Toggle the switch in the lock dashboard off so that it’s operating via Bluetooth (see figures 1.5 and 1.6). This will cut 
off all Wi-Fi communications between the app and hub.  Local locks and unlocks should still perform normally. 
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Figure 1.5 Figure 1.6

Reset the Haven Hub

1. Take a paper clip and reset your hub by gently inserting it into the pinhole in on the back of the unit once. 
2. This will change the hub LED status from blue and back to white. The LED will briefly flash amber which means 

the hub is resetting and rebooting. 
3. If successfully reset, the hub should now be pulsing white and is ready to pair. Note: It may take 5 – 10 minutes for 

the lock dashboard to update and show proper disconnect status.
4. When properly unpaired, the dashboard will show that HAVEN has reverted to local connections by displaying a 

small Bluetooth icon above the lock dashboard (Where the hub toggle switch was). 
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Factory Reset the Haven Hub

1. Disconnect the hub from power.
2. Press and hold the reset button on the back of the hub. While holding reset button, reconnect power and wait 10 

seconds to release reset button until the LED flashes amber.   
3. The LED will now fade in & out then blink rapid amber for about 3 minutes; this indicates that the firmware is 

downloading and updating. After about 5 minutes the LED fades in & out white and the factory reset is complete. 
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